Gpw wiring diagram

This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. Gpw Wiring Diagram show the circuit flow with its impression rather than
a genuine representation. They only provide general information and cannot be used to repair
or examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get presented
with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal
lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A
represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture
with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Gpw Wiring Diagram
The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing electrical circuits
and implementing them. Willys jeep, Jeep, Military jeepPinterest. Installing your wiring harness
cwillys. Wiring Diagram - L 4x4 and 4x2Kaiser Willys. FRDiagram Database. Related Gpw Wiring
Diagram. The GPW uses a negative ground electrical system. The battery ground cable is a
bare, tinned copper cable consisting of multiple strands. The cable is round in cross section.
The ground cable clamp joins the cable radially; it is made of tinned brass or bronze and
includes a raised N. Ground cables on early GPWs were longer, and were bolted to the frame
front crossmember. Later ground cables were shortened and were bolted to the front of the
battery tray. The Battery positive cable is copper, insulated with asphalt impregnated cotton
insulation. The cable clamp should fit the battery terminal well. Beware of clamps intended for
positive ground vehicles as they are too small for the larger positive battery post. GPW wiring
consisted of lacquered, cotton insulated wire assembled into harnesses wrapped with shiny
black harness tape. Modern plastic wiring is not acceptable and its use should result in full
deduction of wiring points. Original wiring colors were muted, watch out for overly colorful
reproduction wiring. The left front fender headlamp wiring harness is shielded for radio
suppression. The shielding should be of tinned copper, neatly applied with a cable loom
machine. Slip-over shielding braid is not correct. GPW junction blocks were manufactured from
two strips of gray asbestos material, not the reddish phenolic used in the MB and commonly
available as reproduction parts. The screws and stamped nuts were S7 plated, not brass. The
screws are round head with integral external-tooth lockwashers. The correct battery is an Exide
or Willard tar top battery with a black hard rubber case. Significant points should be deducted
for modern, plastic cased battery with internal cell jumpers as antique reproduction batteries
are easily available. Note: The original battery included an extra vent cap on each cell, batteries
with this configuration are no longer available. The horn is marked as follows on the top of the
cone:. All hardware is S7. The spring is attached to the firewall bracket with S2 finished
hardware and to the horn with cad plated screws, nuts and split lockwashers. Updates to this
info below this line. All Articles. More Articles. This article shows the wiring or re-wiring steps
for you early to mid WWII Willys jeep with a new wiring harness. Over the years as the wiring on
a jeep deteriates it is replaced with wiring that is not correct. Rewiring your jeep can be a one
man job, but having another person to compare your understanding can be worth while. In this
article, we will describe the steps on how to rewire your wwii jeep. The first thing you want to do
is remove all wiring and pull out your Fuel, Oil, Temperature, Amp gauges. Also remove the
speedometer and ALL existing wiring. Once you have removed your gauges and wiring, patch
any holes in the dash and firewall. Fumes cannot be seen. The Firewall holes are different
between the Willys and Ford tubs. Chuck Lutz shows a pic of a GPW dash with the "knockout"
plug still in the dash. If the hole plug is missing, a slightly larger disc can be tacked on from the
rear to mimic the original still in place. To start, you want to print the wiring diagram, the main
switch diagram and a sample color picture of the 6 post junction from Print All pdf. If you can't
print the pdf, you can get the diagrams from these links: Wiring Diagram Push Pull Switch 6

post junction firewall. Next, install the firewall padding kit under the dash. This firewall kit part A
01 comes with the hardware needed to install. Getting under the dash can be a pain, but this
item should be applied for safety. The wiring master kits come with all the wiring parts you need
to wire your jeep and is part A B MK. The diagrams are poor in the kits, but the wires are all
labeled and placed in seperate bags for easy application. Note: all wiring kits are custom made.
Therefore it is a good idea to check that all wires are included with your kit prior to starting. To
start the wiring, find the Main switch harness. It is the largest bag in the kit. Install a new
grommet from the other side and push it through and install on the firewall. It is critical to wire
up your main switch A first under the dash before you pull it tight to mount to the dash. This is
the most comfortable way to reach everything. Once you pull the harness and mount on your
dash you are forced to be bent over to make adjustments. Push Pull Switch Wiring Diagram.
With the main switch wired up, we found it easier to layout all the other connections from the
diagram in order to account for all the wires. The diagram gets a little confusing because there
are wires that come together as one, but the diagram looks like there are two ie red Amp gauge
wires. If you layout, and wire up the Ignition switch, Panel light switch A, fuel gauge A, circuit
breaker A K, and amp gauge A to the main switch, it then becomes easy to put it into the dash
and mount. Next, install the panel lights which are pretty easy to connect and install on the
dash. Follow the diagram and wire up the switch. Then put the extensions on the dash and push
the wired bulb sockets through the extenssions. You can now follow the wiring diagram and
start installing your gauges and switches into the dash. This diagram will help you check the
connections prior to installing into the dash. With the wiring complete on the Dash side, move
to other side of the firewall and wire up the 6 post junction. Follow the diagram it is pretty
straight forward. When you complete the six post wiring, then connect the horn line on the
sterring box, and the connect the Master Cylinder Brake light switch leads green and red. Now
connect the Horn wire to the steering box, and the two connections to the Master Cylinder brake
switch A Now run the main harness back to the tail light section. There are a couple TABS on
the tub and the other clips should help you secure the wire to the tub. The red arrows in this
diagram show you where there is a tab or where a clip should be installed. These holes for clips
should be present. The rear connectors can be a little confusing. There is a notch in the pilot
bushing that allows you to twist and connect. If you don't line up the notch with the pilot, it will
get locked up. Chuck's tip: Install the wiring cables here with the face plates and bulbs out. That
way the twist of the socket is not fighting the bulb resistance. Once you have the tail light wires
connected, then wrap some electrical tape around the connectors to protect the connectors
from potential water and dirt. Now verify your clips and tabs have the wiring secure to the tub.
Also, take the Trailer socket wires and push them through the driverside tool box bottom. Next,
wire up your trailer socket A The ground wire can be black or blue. The trailer socket should be
clearly marked for the other two connections. Now wire up the Fuel Tank sender wire. This is a
simple connection to the sender, and will follow the driver side of the tub into the dash and to
the fuel gauge A - 6v. Note, the connections and route in the picture. The Fuel gauge requires a
very good ground and here are two ways to do it. First, you can add an extra ground wire as
shown on the left and connect it from one of the sender screws to the side of the tub where a
footman loop is connected and Second, sand down to bare metal around the Fuel gauge hole so
that the casing of the fuel gauge will utilize the ground as well. In addition, DO NOT paint the
casing to the fuel gauge otherwise you will lose your ground connection. Now we move to the
wiring the head lights starting with the drivers fender from the six post junction. Here you see
the connection to the two post junction for the headlights and marker lights. The headlight
wiring will follow the top of the grill and connect with clips to the grill as shown. The passenger
headlight line will follow the top of the grill and connect over on the passenger headlight
bucket. There are two clips in the top of the grill to hold the line in place. To wire up the
headlights, run the wire loom through the hole in the back of the bucket, and connect the yellow
ground wire to the screw shown. Then connect the 3 prong connector to the headlight. Push the
headlight into the bucket and connec the retainer. Now run the Black Out Marker light wire on
the bottom of the grille. There should be 3 holes for clips. This picture is looking down on the
line being run across the bottom. Wiring the marker lights need to be done while the mark
housing is installed. With the Marker lights in place, run your marker light wire through the
screw housing and pull through. You should have an existing wire from the BO light that will
need to be connected to the new wire you just brought through the housing. Place a small
shrink wrap piece away from the two wires you are about to connect. Wrap these two wires
together or solder. The move the shrink wrap around the connected wires for protections. Next,
move to the filterette on the inside dash on passenger side. Pulling the wires through the
firewall from the filterette, connect to the 2 post junction, and the third wire will connect to the
foot starter WITH the cable from the POS Battery post. Next connect the generator wires to the

generator. Here the Willy's style ground sheath is shown. Now install the wires to the regulator.
Previous picture shows the Willy's style, the Ford style is flat ground cable and was connected
to the front Voltage Regulator housing bolt. Now connect the battery Ground cable. It will go to
the shock mount for Fords, and the battery tray for Willys. To ensure you have everything
hooked up correctly, we will tap the POS battery cable to the battery. You want to have someone
watch the AMP Gauge and see if it goes negative. If it does, then you have a wire hooked up
incorrectly and the system is shorting out. If everything looks ok, continue testing. Note: it only
takes about seconds for wires to fry if they are connected incorrectly. If not, your brake light
switch could be bad, or the wires were not connected. Test the voltage out of the regulator by
using a multimeter, set to max of 10 volts. Voltage meter on battery posts while runninig.
Regulator needs adjusting. Here are some testing techniques. Do the final testing. Have one
person hold the battery cable on POS terminal and go through the steps in the Push Pull main
switch verifying the lights. If all looks good, then you can install the battery and start the jeep up
and test the voltage back to the battery from the regulator. Always keep an eye on the Amp
Gauge. Big thanks to Chuck Lutz in validating the accuracy of this article! If you can't print the
pdf, you can get the diagrams from these links: Wiring Diagram Push Pull Switch 6 post
junction firewall 6. Push Pull Switch Wiring Diagram Next, wire up the Headlight dimmer switch
A down on the floor panel as shown here. Now connect the Horn wire to the steering box, and
the two connections to the Master Cylinder brake switch A Next connect the tail wires with the
connectors that came in the kit. Finish the foot starter by connecting the bottom connection to
the starter. Previous picture shows the Willy's style, the Ford style is flat ground cable and was
connected to the front Voltage Regulator housing bolt It will go to the shock mount for Fords,
and the battery tray for Willys Add Jeep to Registry-disabled temporarily. Stay Informed
Subscribe to our e-news. Every month you recieve all the latest info, straight to your inbox.
Home "How To" Serial 's. All Articles. More Articles. Installing your wiring harness can be done
by one person. Instructions are fair, but you want to make sure you run the lines correctly to
avoid pinching. This article is to help you with the wiring of your WWII jeep. These steps will be
using a 45 Gpw and 45 MB and the steps will be kept as generic as possible to help everyone.
Thanks to Dave Iowa on the G for the additional reference. First, verify you have installed your
Firewall padding prior to starting to run wires though your firewall. Next, be sure you have a
print out of your electrical diagram. Assuming you have purchased a wiring kit from MV Spares
or Vintage Wiring of Maine, prepare your wiring by separating the wires and clips where you can
easily reach them. Assuming that your tub is in a rotisserie, Install your main junction block on
your firewall. Next, stretch out your Main Wiring Harness and connect the black and red wires to
the junction block. This willl be your starting point. Special Note: If you do not have a rotisserie,
Chuck notes that you will want to push the harness through the firewall and wire up the main
switch first. Once the harness is attached to the firewall, there is very little room to work with
the main switch. Next follow the main harness down from the junction block and install the
wires to the Headlight Dimmer switch. Once you connect the wires, install the dimmer switch
onto the tub. Now, lets wire the Main Wire Harness to the back tail lights. Your tub should have
clips along the path you see here in the picture. Loosely, run the wiring harness to the back of
the tub as shown. Next, layout the tail lights wiring, and connect them to the main harness.
Look at your wiring diagram for details on the connections. Many people start their cursing
when trying to connect the connectors to the tail lights. You need to line up the notches
because your going to push in and twist. Here the tail lights wiring is laid out with the tub
upside down. After the connectors have been attached to the tail lights you can easily see from
the diagram where the wires are connected. After you have the tail lights connected, inspect
and use some electrical tape to cover your connections from your main harness to your tail
light wires. Note: on the driverside you should have the trailer socket wiring that will go up into
the tool box. Click here for trailer socket wiring. Inspect your wiring one last time after both tail
lights are connected. Use electrical tape to protect the connectors to the main harness. Follow
your main cables back to the front of the jeep and wire up the headlight foot dimmer switch
pulling the excess main harness towards the front. Add clip to hold harness in place. Now
follow your main harness up the firewall. You should have a number of wires that will connect to
the Junction box, and a thick piece that will go through the firewall to the main switch. Here, we
show the junction placement. Now it is important here that you follow your wiring diagram.
Connect the main harness to the junction block, and prepare to connect the additional wires
that goes through the firewall into the main switch. Run your wires from the main harness
through your dash and connect to the Main Switch. Again, review your wiring diagram to make
sure you hook up correctly. Here we show the LATE model rotary switch connections. In
addition to the main harness, your Main Switch will need to be connected for the wires to the
Ammeter and Panel lights. Connect All wires to the main switch here. You will have some

additional wires hanging off for the ignition, fuel guage and amp gauge. Follow your wiring
diagram and connect the Amp Meter to main switch. Late Model -Run the extra amp meter wire
out the firewall and leave there for the time being. Early Model - Connect the wiring to the main
switch HT terminal. Click here for the for the early model main switch. Now make the final
connections for the Fuel Gauge. Note: the fuel gauge must have a good ground connection.
Click here for the wiring of the fuel gauge. Install the circuit breaker that goes under the dash
and bolts to the cross member in the center of the dash. Early Models Only: Here you will wire
up the filterette that goes under the dash as shown in the wiring diagram. Three wires will come
out the firewall. Early Models Only: You can run the wires out the firewall to the 2 junction block
as shown. You can leave as is, we will come back to these after the head lights are wired. Now
move back to the Main junction. You want to make all the connections as shown on the wiring
diagram. You will need to layout your headlight and Black Out wiring at this point as well. The
fender Black out light is kind of a pain. This wire has to run through the fender channel so you
need to get some tie wire and pull it through as shown. Then connect it up to the junction as
shown on the wiring diagram. Now run the wiring for the headlights from the Main Junction. You
should have two sections one for the headlights and one for the black out lights. Review the
diagram and lay the wiring lengths out into position. Now install the wiring to the small junction
for the headlights and the black out lights. Similar connections as you saw with the tail lights.
Snap each of the connections together, and wrap up with electrical tape. Run the wires into
each of the two head light buckets, and wire up as shown on the wirinig diagram. Follow the
wires for the front black out lights as well. Now add your clips above the grill and around your
headlight lamp buckets. Also, install the ground connectors on your headlight buckets. You
have two sets of wires. The headlight wires will ride the top of the grill with clips on the top
holding the wires in place. The black out lights will ride along the bottom of the grill and have a
clip to hold the wire in place. Next, wire up your Voltage Regulator. Note: this is shown as a late
model with the additional filters. Next, wire up your Generator. Be sure to polarize the generator
before starting. To Polarize your Generator : A generator that sits around on the bench for a
long time, or on that has been dropped during handling, may lose its residual magnetism. The
momentary surge of current through the field coils that you give when you give when you
polarize the generator is enough to restore the residual magnetism. Polarization amounts to
electrifying the fields with a battery but it must be done in the right direction. Complete
installation of generator, regulator and wires 2. Engine dead, ignition off. Connect a jumper lead
to the battery terminal of the regulator and touch the other end of the lead to the regulator
armature terminal for just a fraction of a second. Just a touch and its done!! And last, Early
models connect your wires from filterette, and junction, then connect your Coil wiring as per the
wiring diagram and your battery Don't Forget!! Click here for trailer socket wiring Follow your
wiring diagram and install the panel lights. Click here for the wiring of the fuel gauge The black
out lights will ride along the bottom of the grill and have a clip to hold the wire in place Next,
wire up your starter as per the wiring diagram. Next, connect the foot starter, to the starter as
per the wiring diagram. Add Jeep to Registry-disabled temporarily. Stay Informed Subscribe to
our e-news. Every month you recieve all the latest info, straight to your inbox. Home "How To"
Serial 's. Email: sales debellajeepparts. We have finally now been able to source a new higher
quality Starter Switch than what has previously been available. These are not rebuilt starters.
They are actually a reproduction of the Autolite MZ Starter. Are you experiencing slow cranking
from your so-called rebuilt starter? Most rebuilding shops today do not have the parts to
correctly rebuild a starter so rebuilding is not a good option. There is nothing like New. These
are available in 6 and 12 volt. This has been in development for the past two years and we are
proud to now have them available. The main body of this distributor is made from original
Autolite parts. It comes with the brown distributor cap and the brown rotor which is what the
distributor originally had. It also comes with the mounting bracket for easy installation. We
guarantee that this is the highest quality distributor available today. Our harnesses contain
period correct components like the braided wiring section pictured below. There are many
options available including double stop lights and different light switches. We have put these
Master Wiring Kits together for the customer looking for everything. These kits contain the
Wiring Harness Kit, two 2-post junction blocks, a 6-post junction block, two connectors, two
connectors and the correct 5 and 15 AMP Circuit Breakers. This high quality lacquered wire set
comes with N. Order with the rain shields and you will have a complete set. These rain shields
are used in conjunction with the suppressors on the ignition wire set. These are the early
Bakelite type of rain shields that were used on early 42 models. This is a set of four U. If
something does not have a button to click for ordering then give us a call or send us an email.
The are sold as a two piece set with extensions but not wires as pictured above. They are also
available as a two piece set extensions and with wires as pictured below. Available Options.

This is a great kit if you are trying to do some repair work and need the original cadmium plated
connectors. All of these pieces are very difficult to find. Now Available a new high quality black
out drive guard. This is not the guard that has previously available. It is an entirely new product.
These Switches are difficult to find. This has never been available before in a reproduction. This
is an exact reproduction of the Main Light Switch. These are very nice reproductions. Panel
Light Switch pictured to the right. They are the best we've ever had with the correct color and
size. The Starter and Generator Data plate are sold as a set with Rivets. Tail Light Pigtail Set.
Contains 3 single pigtail and 1 double pigtail. This is a new product now available. If you're
looking for better cranking power and a longer lasting battery this would be the one to buy.
Each J Bol has the proper round washer and Wing Nut. These are sets of High Quality U. This is
our new high quality MB Battery Tray. We were lucky enough to have original blue prints on this
part and it has been made from the blue prints which will ensure accuracy and fit. Sold with
rivets. Slat Grill Battery Tray. This is the new Slat Grill Battery Tray. This is an excellent quality
reproduction just for your Slat Grill needs. These Speedometer Cables are a proven product.
They have been in production for more than 10 years and have always been and will continue to
be a good and reliable product. These are not the cheaper quality cables that other dealers are
selling. Don't be fooled. All of these Speedometers have the correct luminous needles. These
speedometers all have trip odometers. It is very expensive today to rebuild an original
speedometer and these are a great alternative. We have had an excellent response from our
Customers with these Speedometers. They are accurate to within 1 Mile Per Hour. These
speedometers are above and beyond the inaccurate cheaper speedometers offered by other
dealers. This is the best reproduction Amp Gauge on the market today not the junk chrome
gauges that others sell. High Quality Fuel Gauge. This is the best reproduction Fuel Gauge on
the market today not the junk chrome gauges that others sell. Fuel Gauges - Available Options.
High Quality Oil Pressure Gauge. This is the best reproduction Oil Pressure Gauge on the
market today not the junk chrome gauges that others sell. Oil Pressure Gauges - Available
Options. High Quality Temperature Gauge. This is the best reproduction Temperature Gauge on
the market today not the junk chrome gauges that others sell. Temperature Gauges - Available
Options. These circuit breakers protect your electrical system from burning. We are now
substituting 10 and 20 Amp Circuit Breakers of the same style. This is a high quality U. Made
reproduction of the under the dash circuit breaker bracket. These are the best reproduction.
Headlight Arm Mounting Bolt. This is a nice reproduction of the bolt which holds the headlight
arm to the fender. These are Willys of France marker lights that are close to the U. I made a
good deal on these and am offering these at a good price. These are a great replacement Marker
Light. These are exact reproduction Marker Lights are mounted in the grill. They have the proper
tear drop mounting surface and "F" mark. An exact reproduction - satisfaction guaranteed.
These are CB marked. Marker Light Door - MB. These are a great reproduction of the original 6
Volt Jeep Horn. This is the best that we have ever seen. These are great reproductions of the
original Jeep Horn. This horn is now available in 12 Volts for those with 12 volt electrical
systems in their jeeps. Horn Button Kit with Wire. Don't see what you are looking for? This 92
page illustrated manual by Paolo Batisti is a must have item if you are doing a restoration.
These are the ground straps that are found through out the vehicle. They play an important part
in grounding your vehicle. In a 6 volt system good grounding is essential for quick startups.
Part Description Electrical. Click for Pictures. Complete wiring harness, with cloth wiring exact
repro. Wire clip set, all clips to hold wiring in place. Connector, 2 wire. Connector, 3 wire. Block,
junction 2 post GPW. Block, junction 6 post GPW. Block, junction 2 post MB. Block, Junction 6
post MB. Block, junction 2 post slat grill. Insulator, generator support rubber. Support,
generator assembly. Bushing, generator brace locking. Bolt, generator support. Bolt, generator
brace special shouldered. Spring, generator brace. Condenser, mounted on generator.
Generator, assembly. Kit, generator rebuild. Band, generator. Pulley, generator tin type. Pulley,
generator cast type. Switch, stop light on master cylinder. Switch, main light push pull. Switch,
blackout drive. Switch, panel light. Switch, ignition keyless MB type. Key, H for ignition switch
and tool box lock. Switch, headlight dimmer. Switch, starter floor. Knob, B. Knob, panel light
switch. Knob, main light switch. Frame, battery hold down. Bolt, battery hold down. Strap,
battery ground. Cable, battery ground. Cable, battery to starting switch. Cable, starting switch to
starter. Battery cable set 3pc. Battery, antique style tar top, Ford, with optima 6 volt battery.
Battery, antique style tar top, Willard, with optima 6 volt battery. Coil, replacement type 6 volt.
Coil, replacement type 12 volt. Bracket, ignition coil. Breaker, 5 amp behind dash Only available
in Master Wiring Kit. Breaker, 15 amp behind dash Only available in Master Master Kit. Bracket,
circuit breaker mounting. Breaker, 30 amp for main light switch. Regulator, assembly 6 volt.
Gasket, cork, voltage regulator cover. Cover, voltage regulator. Cable, voltage regulator to
generator ground. Filter, on voltage regulator. Lamp unit, B. Door, tail light left. Door, tail light

right. Light, B. Door, B. Bulb, B. Lamp assembly, B. Cable, B. Bracket, B. Lamp, headlamp
sealed beam C. Lamp, headlamp sealed beam 6 volt replacement. Dash light, with extension.
Contact set, distributor - U. Contact set, distributor. Condenser, distributor. Condenser,
distributor original. Rotor, distributor. Cap, distributor replacement black. Cap, distributor
brown. Tune up kit cap, points, cond, rotor, plugs. Kit, distributor rebuild. Distributor, assembly.
Distributor assembly, new replacement , electronic also available call me. Rain Shield, rubber
umbrella spark plug 4 pc. Rain Shield, early bakerlight type 4 pc. Suppressor, angled spark plug
cable end. Plug, spark, AN-7 exact repro set of four. Plug, spark replacement type. Ignition wire
set no suppressors replacement. Grommet, ignition wire through air tube. Motor, starter,
assembly professionally rebuilt. Housing, starter, front, assembly â€¦ GPW Marked. Drive,
starter U. Bushing, starter motor in bell housing. Bushing, starter motor center housing.
Armature, starter. Support, brt, starter rear. Coil, field set. Brush set, in starter kit. Gauge, oil
pressure. Gauge, oil pressure nice repro avail in GPW. Gauge, ampmeter Best repro available.
Gauge, ampmeter. Gauge, fuel Best repro available. Gauge, fuel. Gauge, temp Best repro
available. Gauge, temp. Gauge kit all 5 gauges as a set. Cable, speedometer with plastic
housing. Filter box, radio suppression mt. Under dash. Horn, assembly 6 and 12 volt Sparton.
Bracket, horn firewall. Bracket, horn anti vibration. Brush, horn contact high quality. Ring, horn
wire contact mounted on worm gear. Wire clips, term ends, cable lugs. Resistor, 12 to 6 volts
converts 12v to 6v. Please call to order. Drive Switch pictured to the left. WO-A Knob, B. GPW
Light, B. WOF Light, B. WO Bulb, B. WOV Bulb, B. WO-A Lamp unit, B. WO-A Cable, B. WO-A
Bracket, B. GPW Bracket, B. GPW Lamp assembly, B. WO-A Lamp, headlamp sealed beam C.
Core, speedometer cable, no housing POR. WO-A Filter box, radio suppression mt. Optima Ford
Battery This is a new product now available. Optima Willard Battery This is a new product now
available. High Quality Amp Gauge This is the best reproduction Amp Gauge on the market
today not the junk chrome gauges that others sell. High Quality Fuel Gauge This is the best
reproduction Fuel Gauge on the market today not the junk chrome gauges that others sell. High
Quality Temperature Gauge This is the best reproduction Temperature Gauge on the market
today not the junk chrome gauges tha
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t others sell. Circuit Breaker Bracket This is a high quality U. Headlight Arm Mounting Bolt This
is a nice reproduction of the bolt which holds the headlight arm to the fender. Head, generator
commutator end. Body, generator. Switch, ignition keyless GPW type. Switch, starter floor High Quality. Lever, rotary light switch. Breaker, 10 amp substitute for 5 amp breaker. Breaker,
20 amp substitute for 15 amp breaker. Pad, marker light assembly - MB. Bulb, dash light 6 volt.
Bulb, dash light 12 volt. Cam, distributor, late style dust proof only. Distributor, Autolite early
type high quality repro. Suppressor, coil wire early. Motor, starter, assembly, NEW, 6 or 12 volt.
Cable, speedometer with metal housing exact. Core, speedometer cable, no housing. Socket,
trailer electric coupling, assembly. Bond strap, cyl. Head to firewall. Bond strap, hood to grill.
Radio Junction Box. WO-Pig Tail. Tail light pig tail single or double. Switch, Push Button
suitable for siren or any other accessory.

